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Application Guide Version 2 Audio Mixer WRDA7 Next This guide’s. Page 5 2. Notes for
connectionsPage 9 When a MIDI message is received at the MIDI IN terminal of the BRC it is
immediately transferredPage 12 Normally, a Macintosh computer has two serial ports modem and
printer port. RAMSA MAX softPage 13 Set the OMS as followsIf the OMS is not installed, it can be.
Page 14 3. WRDA7 system applicationsALL INPUT must bePage 25 System configuration4Page 28
System configuration 5Page 32 System configuration 7Page 34 BRC settingPage 37 To enable the
DA98 to receive digital input from the TDIF1, press the DIGITAL IN button on thePage 44 System
Configuration11Page 46 WRDA7 Setup. Page 47 MIDI Sequencer Performer Setup. Page 48 System
Configuration12Page 50 System Configuration13Page 52 System Configuration14Page 54 Macintosh
SetupSince the DA98 is connected to Slot 1. Page 61 MIDI Sequencer Digital Performer Setup. Page
62 System Configuration17. Page Count 63 Application Guide V ersion 2 Audio Mixer WRDA7 T
rademarks indicated below were derived from various sources. All products or services not listed
below are the trademarks, service marks, registered trademarks or registered service marks of the
respective owners. AD A T is a registered trademark of Alesis Corporation TDIF is copyrighted by
TEAC Corporation and T ASCAM is a registered trademark of TEAC Corporation IBM is a registered
trademark of International Business Machines Corporation Mac is a registered trademark of Apple
Computer, Inc. Mark of the Unicorn is a trademark of Mark of the Unicorn, Inc. 2 This guide’s
diagrams provide the necessary connections and the methods for establishing proper system
operation.This is neither MIDI nor SMPTE timecode. When multiple digital audio devices are used, it
becomes necessary to synchronize the audio sig nals with a single reference timing signal or master
wordclock source.http://konisochi.ru/pic/buy-used-manual-wheelchairs.xml
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In a system where all of the digital audio devices share a common wordclock it is essential that all of
the devices be turned on even if they are not being used. The wordclock synchronization with the
other channels will not be realized either. If the word clock is set incorrectly for example, a system
where multiple equipment units are set as the wordclock master, noise usually in the form of clicks
and pops may become audible. It is, therefore, necessary that all of the slave units be synchronized
with the wordclock master unit. 2.2 Installing and using option cards with the WR D A7 Be sure to
install all of the Option Cards with the power of the D A7 turned OFF. Set the Dipswitches on the
card accordingly for the type of devices being connected. Insert the card into the WRD A7. Install all
of the supplied mounting screws for proper ground ing securely to the D A7’s chassis. WR TDIF Set
the dipswitches, or switches on the card, according to the devices being connected. When
connecting a D A38 or D A98 SW1 ON, SW2 OFF When connecting a D A88 SW1 OFF, SW2 OFF
WRSMPT SMPTE Card, carefully follow the steps to install the WRSMPT according to the
instructions in the owner ’s manual. W ordclock For proper wordclock connections, it is necessary to
terminate the last device in the wordclock chain. ON Is selected when the WRD A7 is used as a
wordclock master or as a slave at the end of the wordclock connections terminated at 75 Ohm. A
clock output synchronized with D A7 is generated at the word clock’s output. OFF Is selected when
the WR D A7 is used as a slave, the wordclock input entered in the WR D A7 is transmitted as a
through output. The MIDI channels assigned to Gen.Rx and Gen.Tx function serve as a device ID
number of the WRD A7 during reception or transmission of MIDI data. Select OMNI to receive
messages on all MIDI channels. For selecting the MIDI channels, press the MIDI switch until the
MIDI SETUP screen appears. Then, select a channel for Gen.Rx or
Gen.Tx.http://aethercircus.com/buy-used-nissan-350z-manual-transmission.xml

T o control external equipment using MIDI Machine Control commands, set the MMC port to MIDI
and assign a MIDI channel. The MIDI channel needs to be the same as the external equipment being
controlled. T o make the setting, press the MIDI switch until the MIDI SETUP screen appears. Then,
set up the MMC port and CH MIDI channel. T imecode The WRD A7 can record and playback
automation in synchronization with external timecode. The WRD A7 can be synchronized to MIDI
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timecode MTC, MIDI clock, and SMPTE timecode using the option card WRSMPT. T o select the
timecode settings, press the A UTOMA TION button until the SETUP screen appears. Select the
appropriate timecode from the TIME BASE area in Automation EXECUTE window, using the
parameter dial select MTC, MIDI CLK, or SMPTE then push the ENTER key. When MTC is used,
select a port to be used for receiving the MIDI data. The MTC receive port can be selected by
pressing the MIDI switch until the MIDI SETUP screen appears. Then, select the MTC port from
MIDI or TO PC. Set up the consoles as master and slave and make the tandem connections for the
mixers accord ingly. MASTER When used with the tandem master unit. SLA VE When used with the
tandem slave unit. T o connect two WRD A7 mixers in T andem, install a WR TNDM card in Slot 3 of
each mixer with the mixers powered OFF. For proper wordclock synchronization between the two
mixers, connect the WORD CLOCK OUT terminal of the master unit to the WORD CLOCK IN
terminal of the slave unit 75 ohm terminate ON. Then, set the SOURCE SELECT to WCK IN. In the
case of TO PC connection, the setting should be set so that the baud rates of the master and slave
units are set the same on each of the mixers a baud rate of 125k is recommended. For baud rate
setting, press the MIDI switch to display the MIDI SETUP screen then select the necessary baud
rate. Set the BA UD RA TE for both consoles to 125K by highlighting the area with cursor and using
dial to select the rate.

Below the “SLOT 3 T ANDEM” area, make sure T ANDEM is set to ON. Select A UTO in the OFFSET
DELA Y section. Make sure the PORT SELECT is set to TO PC. The CONNECT area will read SLOT
NG or D A T A NG until the SLA VE console is configured. On the Slave console, follow the same
procedures. The CONNECT area in the TO SLOT window will read SLOT NG or D A T A NG until
data is sent between the consoles.Install the card with the mixer turned OFF and screw the option
card securely into place to ensure proper grounding. T o connect multiple ADA T units, each unit is
required to make ID setting. The ID order of the AD A T are set up automatically according to how
the sync cable are connected, starting with 1, in the order of AD A T SYNC cable connections from
SYNC OUT to SYNC IN. The same ID is used even when the BRC is connected. The AD A T s must be
poweredup before the BRC. The BRC should be turned on last. W ordclock If the AD A T is being
used as the wordclock master set the AD A T wordclock to INT. The WRD A7 functions as an AD A T
SLA VE. Then; the SOURCE SELECT is used to select the slot where the WRAD A T card is inserted.
Cursor to that Slot and press Enter. LOCK should be displayed in the adjacent window. When the AD
A T and the BRC are in the wordclock master mode, the sampling rate is determined by selecting the
Fixed Mode to 48kHz. T o set the sampling rate at 44.1kHz, select the V ariable Mode and press the
PITCH DOWN switch on the front panel. T o use the WRD A7 as the wordclock master, press the
CLOCK SELECT switch on the front panel of AD A T XT to set up the AD A T XT to DIG to slave to an
external clock source. When using a BRC as AD A T master controller it is recommended that the
BRC be set to slave to the DA7. T o do this press the Edit button then the External Sync button on
the BRC and select 48 kHz input using the arrow keys. Press the Edit button to exit this mode.



https://www.informaquiz.it/petrgenis1604790/status/flotaganis20052022-1748

Make sure the EX TERNAL SYNC mode is selected the external sync button will light green. MIDI T
o use the ADA T’s MMC operations from the D A7 with a BRC, it is necessary that the transmitting
MIDI channel of the WRD A7 match the MIDI channel of MMC to be received on the BRC.T imecode
T o generate MTC from the BRC, press the EDIT switch and then press the GEN SYNC switch until
the MIDI screen appears. Select MTC, and turn the GEN SYNC switch to ON. T o generate SMPTE
timecode from the BRC, press the EDIT switch and then press the GEN SYNC switch until the
SMPTE screen is displayed. Set to 10dB and turn the GEN SYNC switch to ON. Set the dipswitches
on the WR TDIF card, according to the model of D A98, 88, or 38. SW1 ON, SW2 OFF When the D
A38 or D A98 is connected. SW1 OFF, SW2 OFF When the D A88 is connected. The machine ID for
the D A88 is the number added with ID No.Then, select the SOURCE SELECT to the SLOT where the
WR TDIF card is installed. The sampling rate settings for the D A98, 88, 38 is dependent on the
format of the tape being used. Therefore, the sampling rate is automatically selected according to
the sample rate on the tape. When the WRD A7 is the wordclock master, the BNC cable should be
connected from the WORD CLOCK OUT terminal of the WRD A7 to the WORD SYNC IN terminal of
the DA98 or 38. Select WORD by pressing the CLOCK switch on the front panel of the D A98 or 38.
When Connecting a D A88 the WR D A7 must function as the slave unit. Install the SY 88 Sync board
to perform MMC operation from the WRD A7 to the D A88. For SY 88 Sync board setting, set the
MODE dip switch 2 on the rear panel at 0 OFF so that con trol from external equipment can be
accomplished through the MIDI port. T imecode When playing back the timecode recorded on the
tape from the D A98, select Menu Group 5 in the D A98 screen and set T ape ABS with OutT c Src.
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When an SY 88 Sync board is installed in the D A88, it is possible to generate SMPTE timecode and
MTC MIDI timecode from the D A88. For proper SY 88 Sync board setting, set the MODE dip switch
6 on the rear panel to 1 ON so that the timecode recorded on the tape of the D A88 can be converted
to MTC. If the MODE dip switch 6 is set to 0 OFF, the timecode received in the TIME CODE IN
terminal of the D A88 is then outputted after being converted to MTC. T o generate timecode from
the DA88 in synchronization with the digital audio data set the MODE dip switch 5 on the SY 88’s
real panel to 0 OFF. Therefore, the timecode of the DTP is kept unchanged even though the
operation of PLA Y and REC is performed on the AD A T. F or this reason, the AD A T cannot be
synchronized with the timecode and normal operation cannot be performed. When the D A98, 88, or
38 is controlled by the DTP, the DTP functions as the master unit and the others operate as the
slave. When the CHASE switch of the DA 98, 88, or 38 is set to ON, each unit works as a slave unit
to the DTP and all other units run in syn chronization with the DTP. REC operation REC is effected
upon the cancellation of the record standby condition. No recording is performed. When using the
VIDEO OUT of the DTP as the wordclock source for the WRD A7, the WRD A7 may be in a mode
where the VIDEO frame rate of the DTP cannot be recognized correctly.R AMSA MA X soft ware
permits connection of either of these ports to the WRD A7. T o control one WR D A7, the modem port
is normally used. T o control two WRD A7s, connect the WR D A7 serving as the mas ter to the
modem port and the other one serving as the slave to the printer port. For tandem communication
between the two WR D A7s, a MIDI cable must be connected from MIDI IN on one WRD A7 to MIDI
OUT on the other. In selecting a MIDI device, the MIDI devices connected by the OMS must be
recognized.
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T imecode Expansion software allows MTC or SMPTE timecode to be received via the WRD A7. Set
the WRD A7 as follows Press the A utomation button on the 10 K ey Pad until the EXECUTE screen
appears. Press the MIDI button on the WR D A7 until the MIDI Setup screen appears. With the
expansion software, MTC can be directly received from the Macintosh computers serial port, to
which there are no WRD A7 being connected, using OMS. If the OMS is not installed, it can be
downloaded from the manufactures website. When the OMS recognizes all the MIDI devices, save
the settings of the OMS setup application, and quit the operation. Select the MIDI device from the
box in which the MTC is being sent. Caution in setting Macintosh Computers If F ree MIDI is active
in your Macintosh computer, the expansion software may become unstable in operation and may
conflict with OMS compatibility. In this case, open the extension manager in the Apple menu, and
deselect F ree MIDI, then restart the Macintosh computer. RAMSA MAX software requires at least 8
MB of RAM. 12 MB of RAM is recommended. If the expansion software is unstable despite the above
settings, open the extension manager in the Apple menu, and turn off any unused applications. It is
known that applications that are relat ed to the serial ports and Apple T alk will conflict with the
serial MIDI drivers OMS, Free MIDI, MIDI Manager, etc.. Remove the drivers related to Quick Time
using the Macintosh Extensions Manager if it is not necessary to use them because they will impede
the computer ’s performance. After changing these settings, the Macintosh computer must be
restarted. The timecode is transferred by using the 8th Channel’s OUTPUT RCA P in Jack of the AD
A T analogs output to the SMPTE IN XLR 1,3GND, 2SIGNAL of the WRD A7 using the optional
WRSMPT installed. WRD A7 setting Set the AD A T to the wordclock master and the WRD A7 to the
slave. For AD A T’s other than the AD A T X T select to INT 48kHz, select the Fixed Mode.

F or INT 44.1kHz setting, select the V ariable Mode. Then, press the PITCH DOWN switch to select
the setting at 147cent display of 44.1. During AD A T playback, there is no PLA Y output while ALL
INPUT on the front panel is ON. ALL INPUT must be turned OFF. In addition, it is possible to
perform automation synchronized to timecode MTC or SMPTE from the AD A T using the MIDI out of
the BRC, and having the AD A T controlled by MMC from the WRD A7. Method of connection With
the mixer powered OFF insert the option card WR AD A T in Slot 1, 2, 3 of the WRD A7 and fas ten
them to the securely using the 4 screws. The BRC functions as the wordclock master. The MMC and
MTC functions are now available. For the timecode, MTC is received using the MIDI connection.



Using the option card WR SMPT, it is possible to receive the SMPTE timecode. The MIDI channels
should be set to the same MIDI channel of the MMC being received on the BRC. The AD A T ID
numbers are automatically set from 1, in the sequential order of the SYNC cable con nections from
SYNC OUT to SYNC IN. The power supply of each AD A T should be turned on in the sequential
order, starting with the last unit located at the end of SYNC cable connections to the first unit.
Finally, turn of the power sup ply of the BRC. The audio input of the AD A T needs to be selected into
the digital input mode. Press, the DIGIT AL IN buttons on the front panel of each AD A T being used.
ALL INPUT must be turned OFF. BRC setting Select the Fixed Mode when the BRC is used as a word
clock master and the sampling rate is set at 48kHz. T o accomplish MMC operation, there must be
coincidence of the MIDI channel between the WR D A7 and the MMC ’s MIDI channel of the
BRC.The four ADA T units can be controlled from the BRC.

https://www.reroofingbrisbaneqld.com.au/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/fil
es/1628a56274c268---canon-ir2022i-manual-download.pdf

It is also possible to perform recording and playback synchronized to timecode MTC or SMPTE
generated from the AD A T through the MIDI interface of the BRC, and also con trol AD A T
operation via MMC from the WRD A7 is possible. Method of connection With the consoles turned
OFF, insert the option cards of WRAD A T in Slots 1 and 2 and install the WR TNDM in Slots 3 of the
two WRD A7 units and firmly fasten them to the back panel using the screws supplied. Set the
switch on the front of WR TNDM card to MASTER for the WRD A7 that is to being used as a master
unit. Set switch on the card to SLA VE of the WRD A7 being used as a slave unit. Select he master
mixer ’s termination to 75 ohm OFF and set the slave unit to 75 ohm ON. Make the connections
between the BRC and AD A T and between the ADA T units using the AD A T SYNC cables, in the
order off the AD A T’s to be used from SYNC OUT to SYNC IN. T o make the MIDI connections,
establish a loop for the two WRD A7 units and the BRC, and make MIDI cable connections from
MIDI OUT to MIDI IN. Then set the baud rates at the same value. The AD A T ID numbers are
automatically set in the order of the SYNC cable connections from SYNC OUT to SYNC IN. The
power supply of each AD A T should be turned on first, then turn ON the power supply of the BRC. T
o use the digital input of the ADA T, the DIGIT AL IN button should be selected S on the AD A T’s
front panel. During AD A T playback if ALL INPUT is ON there will be no playback. ALL INPUT must
be turned OFF. BRC settingBRC as the wordclock master Select the Fixed Mode when the BRC is
used as the wordclock master and set the sampling rate to 48kHz.Make sure the EX TERNAL sync
button is enabled the button lights green. By using the MIDI connections between the WRD A7 and
the DA88, it is possible to perform MMC MIDI Machine Control from the WRD A7.

Method of connection With the D A7 powered OFF insert the WR TDIF option card in Slot 1, 2, 3 of
the WRD A7 and firmly fasten them to the console with the supplied screws. Using the dip switches
on the WR TDIF card make the proper setting for the D A88 SW1, 2 to OFF, OFF respectively.
Connect each D A88 with the PW 88S SYNC cables in the sequential order from SYNC OUT to SYNC
IN. Connect the terminator to the SYNC OUT terminal of the D A88. It is possible to use the MMC
and MTC functions. For the timecode, MTC is received from the MIDI connection. Using the option
card WR SMPT, it is possible to receive the SMPTE timecode. In this example, the TIME CODE OUT
RCA Pin Jack of the D A88 is connected to the SMPTE IN XLR 1,3GND, 2SIGNAL of the WRD A7.
WRD A7 setting The D A88 functions as the wordclock master and the WR D A7 as a slave unit.The
machine ID number of the D A88 is 0 for the wordclock master unit. Set the sampling rate of the
wordclock master unit to INT 48k or INT 44.1k. The sampling rate of the D A88 is automatically
changed to the sampling rate of the tape being used. No playback is produced when ALL INPUT is
ON; F or playback, ALL INP UT should be set to OFF. T o output taperecorded timecode from the
DA88, set the MODE dip switch 6 to 1 ON on the rear panel of the SY 88 Sync board.
Synchronization with timecode MTC or SMPTE generated from the D A98 and remote control
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operations function using MMC generated from the WRD A7. Method of connection With the mixers
powered OFF, insert the WR TDIF option cards in Slots 1and 2 and install the WR TNDM card in
SLOT 3 of the two WRD A7 units. For proper grounding fasten them to the console using the
supplied screws. Set the dip switches on the WR TDIF card of the D A98 and 38 both SW1, 2 at ON,
OFF. Set the rear switch of the WR TNDM card to MASTER for the WRD A7 that is to be used as a
master unit and set the slave WRD A7 to SLA VE.

For communication between the two WR D A7 units, connect the master unit of the WRD A7 with the
TO PC port of the slave unit using the recommended serial cable Macintosh Printer cable. Make the
connections to the D A98, 38 using the PW 88S SYNC cables, from SYNC OUT to SYNC IN. Connect
a terminator to the SYNC OUT of the last D A38. T o make MIDI connections, establish a loop of the
two WRD A7 units and the D A98, and make MIDI cable connections from MIDI OUT to MIDI IN.
This makes MMC and MTC functions avail able. It is possible to receive the SMPTE timecode by
using the option card WRSMPT. Make the connec tion from TIME CODE OUT XLR of the D A98 to
SMPTE IN XLR of the WRD A7. T o set the machine ID numbers of the DA98 and 38, ID 1 is assigned
to the D A98. The machine ID numbers are set to 1, 2, 3, and 4 in the order of cable connections
from SYNC OUT to SYNC IN. Select the sampling rate of the D A98 to INT 48k or INT 44.1k. The
sampling rate of the D A98 is automatically set off the tape that.Therefore, when the ID is set for any
value other than 1, the D A38 is set to the wordclock from the PW 88S SYNC cable. While ALL
INPUT is ON; no audio is played back. F or playback ALL INP UT should be set at OFF. The SMPTE
timecode is recorded in the 16th tape track of the analog 16track recorder and the system works off
this timecode. Method of connection Insert the option card WRADD A Slot 1, 2 and WRSMPTE in the
WRD A7 and firmly fasten them to the main body with the supplied screws. The timecode is supplied
from channel 16 of the analog recorder to the optional SMPTE IN XLR 1,3GND, 2SIGNAL of the
WRD A7. WRD A7 setting Set the WRD A7 to the wordclock master.The WRD A7 receives SMPTE
timecode from the Digital V ideo Recorder for it’s editing and automation operations. Method of
connection Insert the option card of WRAESS Slot 1 and the WR SMPTE option card in the WR D A7
and fasten them to the console using the supplied screws.

The timecode is transferred from the SMPTE OUT XLR of the Digital Video Recorder to the SMPTE
IN XLR of the WRD A7. This is; however, a message in regards to the subcode signal, even with this
being displayed proper audio recording and playback should be performed. The SMPTE timecode
output is generated from the video recorder, this out put goes to the BRC. The BRC supplies the
timecode and the wordclock to the AD A T and the WR D A7. Editing and A utomation becomes
possible in synchronization with the timecode from the video recorder. Method of connection Insert
the option card WRAD A T in Slot 1 of the WRD A7 and firmly fasten it to the Da7 with the supplied
screws. Route the SMPTE timecode from the video recorder to the SMPTE IN Phone Jack of the BRC
so that the BRC is synchronized with the timecode of the video recorder. This makes MMC and MTC
functions possible. For the timecode, MTC is received from the MIDI connections. The MIDI channel
of MMC should be set to the same MMC channel being received on the BRC. Regarding the power
supply for the AD A T and the BRC; the power supply for the ADA T should be turned on first, then,
the power supply for the AD A T should be turned on next. The audio input of the AD A T is used in
the digital input mode. Therefore, the DIGIT AL IN switch should be selected. During AD A T
playback, there is no output if ALL INPUT is ON. ALL INPUT must be turned OFF. Select the Fixed
Mode when the BRC is used as a clockmaster and if the sampling rate is set at 48kHz. T o
accomplish MMC operation, there must be coincidence of the MIDI channel between MMC output
from the WRD A7 and MMC received on the BRC. This is; however, a message in regards to the
subcode signal, even with this being displayed proper audio recording and playback should be
performed. The SMPTE timecode output is generated from the video recorder and is supplying
timecode to the D A98.



Receiving the SMPTE timecode, the D A98 supplies the timecode and the wordclock to the WRD A7.
In this mode, editing operation becomes possible by the use of the AUTOMA TION feature in
synchronization with the timecode of the video recorder. In this system, House Video Sync is used as
the wordclock master. Method of connection With the D A7 powered off, insert the option card WR
TDIF in Slot 1 of the WRD A7 and firmly fas ten it to the mixer with the supplied screws. Make the
setting for the D A88 with the dip switches on the WR TDIF card SW1, 2 to OFF, respectively.
Connect House V ideo Sync to VIDEO IN BNC of the video recorder and the D A98. For timecode,
MTC is received from the MIDI connection. Using the option card WR SMPT, it is also possible to
receive the SMPTE timecode. WRD A7 setting The D A88 functions as the wordclock master and the
WR D A7 as a slave unit.When the timecode output of the video recorder is generated after being
converted to MTC, the MODE dip switch 6 on the SY 88 rear side is set to OFF. If this switch is set
to ON, the timecode recorded on the tape is converted into MTC and the resultant output is
generated. Use the tape where the recorded timecode has the same frame rate as that of the SMPTE
timecode output generated from the video. It is impossible to perform operation synchronized with
the SMPTE timecode of the video recorder if no timecode is recorded in the tape or there is failure
in coincidence of the frame rate. T urn on the CHASE switch of the D A98. Set the dipswitch 8 at ON
the SY 88 board. While ALL INPUT is ON; no playback is generated. T o realize playback, ALL
INPUT should be set to OFF. This is; however, a message in regards to the subcode signal, even with
this being displayed proper audio recording and playback should be performed. Editing can be
performed using Automation, etc.

It then becomes possible to control Pro T ools, AD A T and BRC from the WRD A7 using MMC, or to
control the various parameters of Pro T ools from the WRD A7 using the MIDI remote function of the
WRD A7. The BRC functions as the wordclock master. The MMC and MTC functions can be used.T o
operate MMC, the MMC MIDI channels of the WRD A7 and BRC must be set the same.WRD A7
operation data can be sent to a MIDI sequencer to be stored and recalled. It is also possible to
control the sequencer software, the BRC and the AD A Ts from the WRD A7 using the WRD A7s
MMC functions. The BRC functions as the wordclock master. The MMC and MTC functions are now
possible.The setup data of the two WRD A7s can be sent to the MIDI sequencer to be stored and
later recalled. It is also possible to control P erformer, the BRC and AD A Ts using the MMC
functions. Insert the WR TNDM cards into slot 3 of each of the WRD A7s, and fasten them securely
using the supplied screws. BRC functions as the wordclock master.CONNECT will read SLOT NG or
D A T A NG until the SLA VE console is configured. T o operate the MMC, the MMC MIDI channels
of the WRD A7s and BRC must be the same.The MIDI interface board may be used for transport
operation of the DR8 synchronized with MTC timecode, and the DR8 can be controlled using MMC.
Insert the option cards IB804A into the DR8. Install the option card IB 803M to use MTV, or the
option IB802T to use SMPTE timecode. This makes it the MMC and MTC functions operational.The
setup data of the WRD A7 can be uploaded to and downloaded from the expansion software. For the
MMC control of the D A98 serving as the timecode master from the WRD A7, connect the MIDI OUT
of the WRD A7 to the MIDI IN of the DA98 and MIDI IN of the WR D A7 to MIDI OUT of the D A98
using standard MIDI cables.

This system uses the D A98 as the wordclock master and synchronizes the WR D A7 with the WR
TDIF card, therefore no word clock connection is necessary WRD A7 Setup This system uses the D
A98 as word clock master. PC Macintosh Setup If F ree MIDI is installed, there is a possibility of a
conflict. It is recommended that it be removed using the computers extension manager. Similarly,
select WRD A7 T imecode Input as Sync Source in the Preference P ort Setup menu. It is now ready
to receive MTC from the D A98 via the WRD A7. The combined use of the expansion software and
Digital P erformer makes it possible to control the WRD A7 and MIDI devices in synchronization with
MIDI timecode. For MMC control of the D A98 from the WRD A7, connect the MIDI OUT of the WRD
A7 to the MIDI IN of the D A98 using a MIDI cable. This system uses the D A98 as the wordclock



master and synchronizes the WR D A7 with the WR TDIF card, therefore no word clock connection is
necessary. WRD A7 Setup This system uses the D A98 as word clock master. T o send the MTC
received from the DA98 to the Macintosh for the MIDI sequencer, establish a connection from P ort
4 IN to the computer. T o connect the Macintosh computer for the MIDI sequencer to the MIDI
devices, establish con nections from P ort 1 and P ort 2 IN and OUT to the computer. If OMS is
installed, there is a possibility of conflict. It is recommended that it be disabled using the computers
extension manager. If it has a check mark, deselect it and restart the expansion software.The setup
data of the two WRD A7s can be stored and later recalled from the expansion software. For
connection of the two WR D A7s to the DA98 and D A38s refer to the example of the system that
uses the T ASCAM MDMs. For word clock connection, connect WCK OUT of the master WR D A7 to
WCK IN of the slave WR D A7 using a 75ohm BNCBNC cable.
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